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Background
BW is a workplace and interiors fit out and refurbishment specialist with a head office in London.

Spiralis is a specialist in the design, planning and supply of coordinated interiors ranging from 
structural elements to furnishings and accessories. With the experience of professionals who have 
been active globally in the office space planning and office fit out industry and the clear objective of 
delivering the highest quality level at every stage of the process.

Brief
Spiralis were appointed by BW to provide frameless glass partitions, sliding door sets and bespoke 
screens for their offices at 5 Old Bailey, with features to enhance the corporate diagonal design 
theme throughout the installation. 

Solution
Working with Spiralis, MIDDAS took the design concept and provided an engineered solution to 
screen the existing external windows within the building, utilising bespoke diagonal, trapezoid 
profiled panels in pressed mild steel, hung from a supporting frame modified from the MIDDAS M100 
partition system and incorporating removable, perforated inserts to customize the design further.

BW, OLD BAILEY
LONDON, UK

Project Overview 

Project BW, fit-out to new head office
Location 5 Old Bailey, London
Application Bespoke screens to reception area
Walls MIDDAS bespoke screens on modified M100 supporting framework
Ceilings N/A
Doors N/A
Glazing N/A
Miscellaneous Diagonal, trapezoid patterned paneling with removable  

perforated infill sections  
Performance Aesthetic screens to enhance the reception area
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“MIDDAS have the experience, knowledge, skills, products and systems to provide the solutions to complex
 challenges.  They are our go-to company.

Spiralis Europe Ltd
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“I would highly recommend MIDDAS to anybody who is looking for a manufacturer to work hand in glove with 
them, from design to engineering using metal, glass, wood, plastics and fabric” 

Raphael Amodio, Design Director, Spiralis Europe Ltd
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